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The old adage about bold climbers and old climbers is hackneyed jar
gon to most of us, but in Ed Viesturs fascinating account of his quest 
to climb the fourteen 8,000ers (without bottled oxygen), few sayings 
have rarely been as apropos. Himalayan climbing legends typically 
seem to get away with seemingly impossible feats on a diet of sheer 
balls and superhuman willpower—at least from the public's vantage. 
No Shortcuts to the Top undermines that notion by describing how
one extremely careful mountaineer managed to climb all fourteen peaks, but did so within his 
own, very healthy, margins of safety.

The story begins with a truly hairy account of Viesturs’ 1992 ascent of K2, and describes 
a heroic effort by Viesturs and Fischer to rescue the late Chantal Maudit and Thor Keiser 
from high on the mountain. His subsequent climb to the top with Fischer and Charley Mace 
introduces the reader to Viesturs' notion of “acceptable risk”—a theme that is repeated, quite 
appropriately, throughout the rest of the book.

From there, the story jumps back and gets real, so to speak, and describes Viesturs’ 
upbringing in the Midwest and his subsequent collegiate life, as well as the on-again off-again 
life of a guy trying to fit a professional career into the climbing life (eventually climbing wins). 
As a Rainier guide, “acceptable risk” became a theme in Viesturs’ life, as did his adage “getting 
down is mandatory.”

Through the 1990s, as Viesturs juggles work and climbing more and more 8,000ers, the 
tale becomes, honestly, more and more frightening as super-safe Ed watches the many accidents, 
illnesses, mistakes, and deaths that are, literally, waiting around every corner.

At one point he even lists a handful of his early ’90s climbing partners and friends, 
commenting, sadly, that they’d all since died.

The final section of the book includes a white-knuckle series of attempts on Annapurna, 
from the north, from the east, from the north again. While Viesturs’ own obsession with the 
mountain is quite a story, he weaves it together with the haunting Annapurna-obsession story 
of the late Jean-Christophe LaFaille, one of his partners on the east ridge.

One of the best parts of No Shortcuts deals with a story about an article on Viesturs written 
for Men's Journal, and the author of that piece, who was, apparently, something of a statistician. 
Viesturs describes the writer’s theory of risk on high mountains (“… [he] had counted up all 
the members of all the expeditions that had gone to 8,000-meter peaks and divided them by 
the num ber of deaths on those expeditions…”), and then goes on to explain that so safety 
conscious was Viesturs’ own approach to mountaineering—one nurtured by years as a Rainier 
guide—that the numbers simply didn’t apply.



Take a chapter from Ed if you ever need to explain the risk/safety equation of mountain
eering to a critic. But don’t forget the underpinning lesson: this sport is dangerous and only an 
individual can assess his or her own vulnerability in life-threatening situations.

Pete Athans once told me “you can’t believe your own press releases.” That’s clear here, 
and Viesturs clearly is a man who knows what the headlines are, how many are true, and what 
the real story is. This is a humble, honest book by one of the world’s greatest mountaineers— 
the best thing is he just happens to be a real person, too.
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